Honours for Key 20’s Plenty Partners

Three key partner organisations of 20’s Plenty for Us are celebrating Queen’s Honours for their staff. Sustrans, Living Streets and the CTC all support 20mph and campaign for slower speeds as a foundation for active, healthy and sustainable travel. Congratulations to our sustainable transport friends!

The Queen has given further establishment endorsement of 20mph to three more people in organisations pressing for 20mph road speeds. Rod King MBE, Founder of 20’s Plenty for Us, was honoured two years ago for services to road safety. This June’s Birthday Honours list includes:

Malcolm Shepherd – CEO of Sustrans¹ - CBE for protecting the environment and improving people’s health

Phillipa Hunt – Living Streets² - MBE for improving the walking environment,

Roger Geffen – CTC Campaigns & Policy Director³ - MBE for services to cycling.

All are ambassadors for 20mph limits as a foundation for road safety as it is seen as crucial to increasing levels of the active, sustainable and healthy travel modes such as walking and cycling.

Rod King MBE said

“I am delighted to congratulate fellow 20mph campaigners in their honours. Establishment recognition of these champions further endorses 20mph being the right default limit for Britain’s cities, towns and villages.

20’s Plenty for Us look forward to continuing to work with Sustrans, Living Streets, the CTC and so many other organisations in bringing forward the better urban realm that 20mph limits bring and as the norm for every community in the UK.”


² http://www.livingstreets.org.uk/former-living-streets-director-named-mbe-for-contribution-to-improving-the-walking-environment


20’s Plenty For Us campaigns for a 20mph default speed limit in built up areas without physical calming.
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